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Thermosoft Floor Heating Promotes Indoor Global
Warming with New ThermoKits
As the global warming debate rages, there is a convenient truth that everyone can agree on.
People don't have to freeze in their homes this winter with new, convenient-to-install, electric
radiant warm floor kits from Thermosoft.
Global warmists are perplexed by below normal (freezing) temperatures and snow covering
much of the northern U.S. During the next two weeks, temperatures are projected to be 15 to
25°F below average throughout the Northwest, West, and Upper Midwest. One doesn't have to
be an expert to understand that indoor global warming is desirable in winter. To promote indoor
global warming this winter, Thermosoft is offering new floor heating kits that include everything
needed to install a warm floor.
The new kits, dubbed ThermoKits™, include easy-to-install warm floor mat(s), thermostat with
floor sensor, a choice of tool kits and installation instructions. ThermoKits provide soothing,
infrared, radiant warmth like that coming from the sun. With ThermoKit's all natural radiant
floor heat, a warm, comfortable and healthy indoor environment can be created -- the way nature
intended.
Electric radiant floor heat is an expeditious and convenient way to achieve soothing warmth and
comfort in problematic cold rooms. Thanks to advanced technology, Thermosoft's warm floor
kits provide localized solutions tailored to individual rooms that are economical, energy saving
and compatible with standard household electricity as well as alternative energy sources. What's
more, ThermoKits are being offered at specially discounted prices over the next several weeks to
promote healthy indoor global warming.
Homeowners and professional installers can conveniently shop Thermosoft's secure and verified
website that reliably operates 24/7/365. However, the new ThermoKits are only available by
calling Thermosoft's toll-free "heatline" so customers can speak with knowledgeable and trusted
professionals to help them navigate the various ThermoKit warm floor options. Thermosoft's
honest, informative, respectful company sales representatives are standing by to answer heated
flooring and installation questions by phone or by chat. Thermosoft offers a 100% money back
guarantee.
ThermoSoft International Corporation is the leading, fully integrated, USA manufacturer of UL
and ETL/Intertek compliant in floor heating systems that are easy-to-install, affordable and
green, saving energy up to 40%. ThermoSoft provides its systems for installation under almost
any type of floor covering. Same day shipping, lifetime warranty, toll-free installation and
lifetime technical support are also provided for ThermoSoft's warm floor systems. For more
information, visit: http://www.thermosoft.com.
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